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What we’re going to cover: 

• What the concept means. 

• The beginnings of data 
visualisation 

• Development of data 
visualisation, and the drivers of 
change. 

• Impact and storytelling: the 
origins of data journalism 

• The modern age – computer 
aided visualisations and 
navgation through a world of 
information overload. 

 

 

 



What is data visualisation? 
• The representation and presentation of data to facilitate 

understanding.  (Andy Kirk) 



Where does data visualisation begin? 

• Visual information deigned to convey 
meaning is found throughout prehistory – 
including in Azerbaijan. 

• But differentiating between art with ritual 
or aesthetic purposes and that with a 
purpose of representing data to “facilitate 
understanding” can be difficult. 



Early examples of data visualisation: 
Maps (political) 

Babylonian map, from Sippar, Iraq 700-500BC – showing Babylon at the centre, 
extending outward including Uratu - which contains part of modern Azerbaijan 



Early examples of data visualisation: 
Maps (economic) 

The Turin Papyrus Map, Egypt 1150BC 
 
• Produced by a scribe (Amennakhte) for a 

quarrying expedition by Ramesses IV 
 
Hieroglyphics accurately explain locations of: 
 
• Gold 
• Silver (or gold and silver) 
• Other special stones and quarries 



Other early data visualisations 

A 10th century graph depicting the movement of the planets, by 
an unknown astronomer (reproduced from Tufte – The Visual 
Display of Quantitative Information) 



Other early data visualisations 

An Inca quipu (khipu) used for storing data with a system of 
knots. 15th century. (Larco Museum, Lima). Believed to be 
means of recording transactions or tax. 



Innovation: the “golden age” of 
modern data visualisation 

• From the late 18th century to the early 20th 
century there was an explosion in scientific 
discovery and the development of more 
formal, bureaucratic states. 

• Both of these developments required 
collection of vast amounts of data.  

• By the mid 19th century efforts to make these 
data make sense generated an array of 
innovations in presentation. 



Formalisation and clarity: The 
beginnings of modern visualisation 

William Playfair (1821) – the price of wheat 
compared with wages 



Telling stories – the origins of data 
journalism 

Charles Minard 1861 



Delivering Impact – early policy 
impacts of data visualisation 

Florence Nightingale - 1857 



Delivering Impact – early policy 
impacts of data visualisation 

Cholera map of London – John Snow 1854 
 



The stability period - early 20th 
century 1900-1950 

• This period is sometimes referred to as the 
“dark age” of data visualisation. 

• Characterised by a period of standardisation in 
data visualisation and presentation of 
statistics, 

• However, also characterised by increasing 
adoption of data visualisation techniques in 
business and everyday life. 



The graphical revolution 

• 1967 French cartographer 
Jaques Bertin publishes 
Sémiologie Graphique. 
Arguably the foundation of 
modern data visualisation 

• It codifies the elements of 
data visualisation and 
identified the choices 
visualisers need to make 
and rationales for doing so 
in certain ways. 

 





The digital dawn 
• 1960s: the concept of 

“exploratory data analysis” – 
where data is analysed to 
look for trends, rather than 
to confirm or refute a 
hypothesis, begins to take 
hold. 

• US mathematician John 
Tukey promotes this 
concept and the use of 
computer aided 
visualisation to support it 



Modern data visualisation and data 
journalism 



An interactive world 

• https://www.iom.int/world-migration#.WhyDvK2Ixd4.link 
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Questions? 


